Observed Near-Storm Environment Variations across the Southern Cumberland Plateau System in Northeastern Alabama
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ABSTRACT

The Sand Mountain and Lookout Mountain Plateaus in northeastern Alabama have been established as a regional relative maximum in tornadogenesis reports within the southeastern United States. Investigation of long-term surface datasets has revealed (i) stronger and more backed winds atop Sand Mountain than over the Tennessee Valley, and (ii) measured cloud-base heights are lower to the surface atop Sand Mountain than over the Tennessee Valley. These observations suggest that low-level wind shear and lifting condensation level (LCL) height changes may lead to conditions more favorable for tornadogenesis atop the plateaus than over the Tennessee Valley. However, prior to fall 2016, no intensive observations had been made to further investigate low-level flow or thermodynamic changes in the topography of northeastern Alabama. This paper provides detailed analysis of observations gathered during VORTEX-SE field campaign cases from fall 2016 through spring 2019. These observations indicate that downslope winds form along the northwest edge of Sand Mountain in at least some severe storm environments in northeastern Alabama. Wind profiles gathered across northeastern Alabama indicate that low-level helicity changes can be substantial over small distances across different areas of the topographic system. LCL height changes often scale to changes in land elevation, which can be on the order of 200–300 m across northeastern Alabama.

1. Introduction

The southeastern United States is a region particularly vulnerable to tornadoes due to both meteorological and societal factors. For example, long-tracked, significant tornadoes are common across the Southeast (Coleman and Dixon 2014). In addition, societal factors such as significant population density and built environment development (Ashley and Strader 2016), mobile home concentration (Strader and Ashley 2018), and a tendency for nocturnal tornado activity (Ashley et al. 2008; Kis and Straka 2010; Krocak and Brooks 2018) all lead to the Southeast being the most vulnerable region of the United States to tornado fatalities (Ashley 2007). 

The Verification of the Origins of Rotation in Tornadoes Experiment–Southeast (VORTEX-SE) was initiated in 2016 to investigate the unique physical and societal impact problems posed by tornadoes in the Southeast (NSSL 2019).

Investigation of the roles that terrain may play in the evolution of tornadic storms represents one focus of VORTEX-SE. The Sand Mountain and Lookout Mountain Plateaus served as a particular focus for investigation during field campaign activities from fall 2016 through fall 2018. These plateaus are hereafter referred to as the Southern Cumberland System (SCS) since they constitute the southern extent of the broader Cumberland Plateau terrain system. Lyza and Knupp (2018; hereafter LK18) showed that the SCS coincides with a regional, relative statistical maximum in tornadogenesis reports.
for the period from 1992 to 2016 and for a region within 250-km distance of the SCS (Fig. 1). Analysis of long-term surface observation datasets from SCS tornado events and upstream Rapid Update Cycle (RUC)/Rapid Refresh (RAP) model soundings led to the development of two primary hypotheses expounded by LK18:

1) Upstream Froude number values (e.g., Hunt et al. 1988; Stull 1988; Vosper et al. 2002) support the acceleration of the southeasterly component of the low-level flow over the plateaus until reaching a maximum along the downslope gradient on the northwestern edge of Sand Mountain, in the short-axis direction of the terrain (perpendicular to the
With the major axis of the SCS oriented approximately from 218° to 38°, such an acceleration would lead to stronger and more backed low-level flow across the SCS given southerly low-level flow in a severe storm environment, potentially increasing the magnitude of storm-relative helicity (SRH; Davies-Jones 1984) atop the plateaus.

2) Given the 150–300 m relief of the SCS over surrounding areas, the low-level thermodynamic environment may tend to be more supportive for tornadogenesis atop the SCS than in the adjacent Tennessee Valley, through reduction of LCL heights.

LK18 detailed evidence that surface winds tend to be stronger and more backed atop Sand Mountain than in the adjacent Tennessee Valley, and that a maximum in surface wind magnitude has been observed along the northwestern edge of Sand Mountain. Long-term surface observations from both atop Sand Mountain and within the Tennessee Valley presented in LK18 suggest that cloud-base heights relative to ground level tend to differ in approximate inverse proportion with the change in land elevation (e.g., a 50-m increase in land elevation between two observation sites would lead to cloud-base height being approximately 50 m closer to the ground at the higher-elevation site). Using these cloud-base height observations as a proxy for lifting condensation level (LCL) height would imply that LCL heights would tend to be lower atop the SCS than in the adjacent Tennessee Valley. Tornadogenesis potential generally increases with decreasing environmental LCL height through the decrease of negative buoyancy of rear-flank downdrafts (RFDs) in supercells (due to less subcloud evaporation), which subsequently aides the stretching of near-surface vertical vorticity (Rasmussen and Blanchard 1998; Markowski et al. 2002). In the Rasmussen and Blanchard (1998) dataset, the difference between the median LCL heights for nontornadic or weakly tornadic (F0–F1) supercells (1230 m) and significantly tornadic (F2+) supercells (780 m) was 450 m, illustrating how substantial an LCL height change of 200–300 m may be in influencing the potential for tornadogenesis.

This paper serves to investigate data gathered from VORTEX-SE across the SCS region from fall 2016 through spring 2019 to test these two hypotheses. In particular, observations from VORTEX-SE are analyzed to address two distinct sets of research questions related to the above hypotheses:

1) How do the low-level wind profiles vary across the SCS? Does a downslope wind enhancement exist, and do variations in the wind profile between the SCS and the adjacent Tennessee Valley substantially affect SRH and low-level convergence?

2) How does LCL height typically vary from valley to plateau?

Data sources, cases, and methodologies used to investigate these questions are explained in detail. The results of these analyses are summarized and a refined hypothesis for how the SCS may impact the near-storm environment and tornadogenesis potential is developed.

2. Data and methodology

a. Data sources

Data analyzed in this study were obtained from in situ and ground-based remote sensing platforms during the VORTEX-SE field campaign. While many instruments and platforms were deployed, two instrument platforms from the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) were ultimately utilized in these analyses:

1) The HALO Photonics Streamline Doppler wind lidar (DWL; HALO Photonics 2019) on the Mobile Doppler lidar and Sounding system (MoDLS); and

2) The Mobile Alabama X-band (MAX) polarimetric scanning radar, which features a 1° beamwidth and 3.2-cm wavelength (Asefi-Najafabady et al. 2010).

Because of degraded sensitivity experienced from fall 2016 to early spring 2018, the use of MAX was limited to observations in precipitation, principally on 19 March 2018 as described in section 2b. In addition to the UAH instruments, data from the National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) Collaborative Lower Atmospheric Mobile Profiling System-2 (CLAMPS-2) Halo Photonics DWL Streamline XR were analyzed for the 5 April 2017 case described below.

In addition to the platforms listed above, balloon soundings were available for all cases analyzed. The two primary sounding types were the InterMet iMet-1ABXN (InterMet 2019a) and iMet-4AB (InterMet 2019b) systems, and Windsond Radiosonde S-1 system (Windsond 2019). To reduce the noise associated with the Windsond wind profiles, the winds are reprocessed using the 3-s resolution GPS position data provided in the raw data.
files, as opposed to the raw 1-s resolution wind data, which contain significant nonmeteorological noise likely owing to oscillatory motion of the radiosonde package and attendant string connecting the package to the balloon.

b. Deployment methodology

Deployments across the SCS were performed for 12 cases between November 2016 and March 2019 (Table 1). Northeast Alabama Community College (NACC) in Powell, Alabama, was the primary Sand Mountain deployment site for the MoDLS profiling instrumentation and balloon soundings (Fig. 2). In the Tennessee Valley, the Scottsboro Regional Airport (K4A6) in Scottsboro, Alabama, served as the primary location for the CLAMPS-2 profiling system, while a site located in nearby Hollywood, Alabama (approximately 20 km away at a direction of 347°), was used as the primary balloon sounding location, due to the necessity for clearance from the airport property. The initial primary goal of deployments across northeastern Alabama was to observe differences in the wind profiles and LCL heights between the SCS and the adjacent Tennessee Valley. MoDLS and CLAMPS-2 were deployed to their semipermanent locations for cases during the 2017 VORTEX-SE campaign. All deployment locations used are summarized in Table 1 and Fig. 2. The MoDLS and CLAMPS-2 DWLs collected 1-Hz vertically pointing measurements of several minutes duration, interlaced with eight-point velocity–azimuth display profiles (VADs) at a 60° elevation angle, with MoDLS operating at a 42-m gate spacing and CLAMPS-2 operating at a 26-m gate spacing for the 5 April 2017 case detailed in this paper. To create the VAD wind profiles, a best-fit cosine curve was fitted to the Doppler velocity profiles from each of the eight beams per scan. In all, seven of the 11 SCS deployments utilized in this paper occurred during the VORTEX-SE 2017 field campaign.

For the 2016 and 2017 cases, most data collection focused on assessing the differences in low-level wind and
thermodynamic profiles between the surface of Sand Mountain and the Tennessee Valley, across the river and removed from the base of Sand Mountain. Most data analyses were performed on sounding and profiler datasets acquired from NACC and K4A6/Hollywood, as these two sites contain the most thorough collection of observations across numerous deployments. Soundings gathered at NACC and Hollywood during the deployments were temporally coordinated in an attempt to match LCL height values and assess consistency in differences between LCL heights and 0–1 km SRH atop the plateau against those in the Tennessee Valley. For 5 April 2017, the 0–1 km SRH time series from MoDLS at NACC and CLAMPS-2 at K4A6 were also compared to assess their evolution prior to storm arrival.

Deployments in 2018 and 2019 focused more on the potential development of a downslope wind enhancement and the effects such an enhancement may have on the wind shear profiles across Sand Mountain. For the 19–20 March 2018 and 14–15 March 2019 deployments, soundings were still gathered at both NACC and Hollywood for comparison. For each of these cases, the MAX radar was deployed to Sylvania, Alabama, with the primary goal of collecting range–height indicator (RHI) data of the variation in horizontal flow across the 22-km distance from the windward side of Sand Mountain to the northwestern slope and the adjacent Tennessee Valley. On 6 November 2018, MoDLS was deployed to a boat launch near Scottsboro along the Tennessee River, directly at the base of the northwestern slope of Sand Mountain. MoDLS was placed at this location to facilitate direct detection of the potential downslope wind enhancement. MAX was placed at the Grove Oak site atop Sand Mountain. Soundings were collected from the MAX site at Grove Oak (atop Sand Mountain), from MoDLS at the base of Sand Mountain, and from the UAH Mobile Meteorological Measurements Vehicle (M3V), a mobile mesonet which roamed atop and upwind Sand Mountain. No soundings were performed farther out across the valley at Hollywood.

Background characteristics for each deployment case are provided in Table 2. Only three of the 12 cases featured tornadoes on the SCS: 29–30 November 2016, 22 April 2017, and 19 March 2018. In all three cases, supercells were the primary storm mode. Most cases featured weak to moderate mixed-layer convective available potential energy (MLCAPE), with values remaining below 2000 J kg\(^{-1}\) for all cases except for 5 April 2017. Surface layer to lower boundary layer flow was generally southerly across deployment cases, with surface–250 m mean wind directions ranging from 128° to 208°, and surface–250 m mean wind speeds of 3.1 to 11.5 m s\(^{-1}\). The surface–250 m static stability ranged from absolutely stable inversions to absolutely unstable (superadiabatic lapse rates).

c. Data analysis

Once data collected were assessed for their quality by ensuring no erroneous wind data (extreme outlier values within the profile) or periods of balloon descent, analyses were performed to evaluate changes in the environment at different points across Sand Mountain and the Tennessee Valley. Simple linear regression analyses were performed between coordinated balloon launches at sites around NACC/Powell and Scottsboro/Hollywood\(^2\) (excluding the boat dock at the base of Sand Mountain) to compare the relationships between LCL height and 0–1 km SRH changes between the Tennessee Valley and Sand Mountain, using data from all cases listed in Table 1 except for 6 November 2018. These 10 cases yield 40 pairs of soundings between the two locations.

\(^2\) All sites used in this comparison featured elevation changes of 1 m MSL or less between the different valley sites or plateau sites, respectively.
Table 2. Summary of storm mode, SCS tornado occurrence, storm motion, 0–250 m temperature lapse rate, 0–250 m mean wind direction, 0–250 m mean wind speed, and mixed-layer CAPE (MLCAPE) for the cases described in Table 1. Storm modes were classified as supercell, quasi-linear convective system (QLCS), other (for less organized convection), or none (for cases with no SCS deep convection). The 0–250 m and MLCAPE values are ranges of values from upstream soundings at Anniston that were used to compare to paired soundings described section 2b (events with one value only featured one paired sounding).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date (UTC)</th>
<th>Primary storm mode</th>
<th>Tornadoes on SCS</th>
<th>Storm motion (m s⁻¹)</th>
<th>0–250 m T lapse rate (°C km⁻¹)</th>
<th>0–250 m mean wind direction (°)</th>
<th>0–250 m mean wind speed (m s⁻¹)</th>
<th>MLCAPE (J kg⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 Nov 2016</td>
<td>Supercell</td>
<td>2 (EF1, EF3)</td>
<td>239, 24.2</td>
<td>−7.0</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Feb 2017</td>
<td>Supercell</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>275, 21.1</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Mar 2017</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>196, 13.4</td>
<td>−13.3 to −15.1</td>
<td>151 to 160</td>
<td>6.0 to 7.8</td>
<td>0 to 510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Mar 2017</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>270, 14.9</td>
<td>0.6 to −15.9</td>
<td>171 to 201</td>
<td>3.3 to 7.0</td>
<td>933 to 1711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–31 Mar 2017</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>204, 17.5</td>
<td>−4.4 to −9.0</td>
<td>192 to 208</td>
<td>7.7 to 8.6</td>
<td>369 to 822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Apr 2017</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>250, 15.4</td>
<td>−8.3 to −12.8</td>
<td>176 to 187</td>
<td>9.3 to 11.5</td>
<td>107 to 114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–6 Apr 2017</td>
<td>QLCS</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>241, 14.9</td>
<td>1.3 to −8.8</td>
<td>153 to 203</td>
<td>3.1 to 8.0</td>
<td>365 to 3381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Apr 2017</td>
<td>Supercell</td>
<td>1 (EF0)</td>
<td>280, 15.4</td>
<td>−8.7 to −11.9</td>
<td>203 to 208</td>
<td>5.8 to 7.4</td>
<td>447 to 705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Apr–1 May 2017</td>
<td>QLCS</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>225, 18.0</td>
<td>4.4 to −14.4</td>
<td>140 to 206</td>
<td>3.9 to 7.3</td>
<td>78 to 1343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19–20 Mar 2018</td>
<td>Supercell</td>
<td>1 (EF2)</td>
<td>281, 19.0</td>
<td>−5.1</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>1740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Nov 2018</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>257, 23.7</td>
<td>−8.9</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14–15 Mar 2019</td>
<td>Supercell</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>241, 15.4</td>
<td>−1.9 to −15.9</td>
<td>156 to 173</td>
<td>6.7 to 8.4</td>
<td>57 to 655</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*While no tornado was recorded on the SCS, a circulation that formed near the northern tip of Sand Mountain did produce an EF0 tornado just north of the SCS (Lyza and Knupp 2017).*

...that were included in the initial regression analyses. For SRH calculations, a three-point boxcar average was applied to the lowest 1 km of every sounding wind profile to further reduce noise in the shear vectors. Final regression analyses presented were developed by excluding outlier data points when appropriate. Outliers were defined as data points that fell outside of 1.5 times the interquartile range of the values for a given variable.

To better understand how observed changes in SRH may be related to the broader flow regime around the SCS, the 40 sounding pairs described in section 2b were compared to upstream RAP model soundings from Anniston, Alabama, to assess the upstream Froude number in the cases with paired sounding observations. The use of RUC and RAP soundings does introduce some potential error to the analysis. Benjamin et al. (2016) showed that the RAP contained root-mean-square (RMS) errors of approximately 2.6 to 3.1 m s⁻¹ in wind speed and 0.8° to 1.0°C in temperature at analysis time for the time period from May 2013 through November 2014. Errors in both wind speed and temperature could adversely impact calculations of the Froude number from the RUC/RAP soundings. The forms of the Froude number used in this analysis are those used in LK18 and are defined as \( Fr_H = U/(NH) \) and \( Fr_L = (U\bar{m})(NL) \), where \( U \) is the terrain-perpendicular component of the wind, \( N \) is the Brunt–Väisälä frequency, \( H \) is the depth of the obstruction, \( L \) is the width of the obstruction, and \( \bar{m} \) and \( N \) are calculated as mean values over the depth of the obstruction from a point upwind. Zero-hour forecast soundings from at least 45 min prior to each pair of observed soundings were used in order to allow for parcels to be advected over the plateaus. Because the focus is on the change in flow atop the plateau surface, as opposed to along the leeward slope, \( Fr_H \) was used in this analysis.

3 RAP soundings were used because very few cases included upstream observed soundings.

3 RAP soundings were used because very few cases included upstream observed soundings.
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To test this hypothesis, observations focusing on the northwestern edge of Sand Mountain were gathered on 19–20 March 2018 and 6 November 2018. The requirement for coordinated scanning strategies with other mobile radars led to only a small number of MAX RHI scans during the 19–20 March event. However, the RHI scans that were collected from MAX atop Sand Mountain pointing toward and roughly perpendicular to the leeward edge of the plateau indicate an intense acceleration of the terrain-perpendicular component of the flow across the plateau (Fig. 3). Radial velocity ($V_r$) values between 200 and 300 m above radar level (ARL) vary from 6 to 7 m s$^{-1}$ near the MAX location to over 20 m s$^{-1}$ along the edge of the plateau and over the Tennessee River before restoring to weaker values farther to the northwest over the valley. In all RHIs, the observed acceleration was confined to heights below 1 km ARL, with most of the acceleration observed limited to below 750 m ARL. This acceleration may represent an extreme example, however, due to the near-surface stability observed atop the plateau (Fig. 4).

To further investigate this wind acceleration, including the magnitude of the downward wind component, MoDLS was located directly at the base of the leeward
slope of Sand Mountain on 5–6 November 2018, at a location where the land elevation of Sand Mountain is approximately 200 m higher than the elevation of the Tennessee River. The 5–6 November event consisted of a severe quasi-linear convective system (QLCS) that produced several tornadoes across northeastern Mississippi, northern Alabama, and southern middle Tennessee, including an EF1 that tracked from 14 to 7 km southwest of Scottsboro (NCEI 2019). The environment ahead of the QLCS was characterized by southerly low-level flow and very strong low-level vertical wind shear. Vertical stare data from the MoDLS DWL indicated persistent downward vertical motion of approximately 1–3 m s\(^{-1}\) below 600 m AGL prior to the arrival of precipitation, with a slight tendency toward weaker downward motion during the night (Fig. 5). Ascent rate information from the soundings launched at the MoDLS site also appears to support the idea of persistent low-level flow and very strong low-level vertical wind shear. Vertical stare data from the MoDLS DWL indicated persistent downward vertical motion of approximately 1–3 m s\(^{-1}\) below 600 m AGL prior to the arrival of precipitation, with a slight tendency toward weaker downward motion during the night (Fig. 5). Ascent rate information from the soundings launched at the MoDLS site also appears to support the idea of persistent, substantial downward vertical motion along the lee of Sand Mountain. Ascent rates on all five soundings experienced a substantial decrease, slowing by 1.5 m s\(^{-1}\) to as much as 4.5 m s\(^{-1}\) between 150 and 300 m AGL (Fig. 6). Furthermore, the potential temperature (\(\theta\)) profiles from the soundings launched at MoDLS indicate sharp vertical gradients in \(\theta\) that are not found on soundings launched from MAX or M3V atop Sand Mountain and would be consistent with the development of a downslope wind enhancement (e.g., Klemp and Lilly 1975; Fig. 7), where the isentropes are good approximations of streamlines for steady, adiabatic flow. Thus, the sharp vertical change in \(\theta\) observed in the soundings is indicative of a layer where vertical isentropes are being packed, which would be analogous to the packing of streamlines and the acceleration of flow.

Significant cloud cover limited the vertical range of observations from the MoDLS DWL (generally limited to approximately 600 m AGL, or the approximate height of cloud base over MoDLS), and a lack of clear air targets precluded MAX VADs reaching 1 km AGL. Therefore, the hodographs from paired sounding launches between MAX and MoDLS at 0230, 0630, and 0730 UTC were analyzed to assess how the downslope wind enhancement might affect the low-level wind shear profile. In comparing the balloon sounding observations, the 0–1 km AGL SRH was persistently much greater at the MoDLS site at the base of Sand Mountain than from either the MAX site or from M3V atop Sand Mountain (Fig. 8). The implications of this observed change in SRH are discussed in section 4.

2) LOW-LEVEL WIND SHEAR ENHANCEMENT ATOP SAND MOUNTAIN

The 19 March 2018 and 5–6 November 2018 cases show clear signs that a downslope wind enhancement can form on the northwestern (leeward) edge of Sand Mountain. The data from 5 to 6 November 2018 show that SRH can be substantially higher near the base of Sand Mountain, but many storms do not reside along the slope or above of immediate base of the plateau for long periods of time. Additionally, potentially deleterious effects of the downslope wind enhancement on storm strength are evident, including the presence of a layer of higher static stability and persistent downward vertical motion. The stronger static stability could serve to limit parcels from below the stable layer from being ingested into the updraft. Meanwhile, the persistent downward vertical motion could theoretically act as a sink to vertical vorticity stretching, which would act to counter the effects of increased streamwise vorticity ingestion inferred by the increase in SRH. A more pressing question, therefore, is how the horizontal component of this acceleration and horizontal acceleration of parcels over the plateaus themselves may impact the low-level wind shear profile in the near-storm environment of storms as they reach the plateau. The RHI observations from 19 March 2018 (Fig. 3b) indicate that the acceleration of the horizontal wind into the downslope wind enhancement can extend substantially upstream over the plateau, and the vertical profiles of \(\theta\) on top of Sand Mountain from 5 to 6 November 2018 (Fig. 7), all of which were gathered within 12 km of the northwestern slope, show no evidence of the enhanced stability indicated by the soundings launched at the base of Sand Mountain. These observations combined indicate that the effects of the
downslope wind enhancement on storm evolution may be focused atop the Sand Mountain Plateau along the northwestern edge, particularly given that the typical southwesterly storm motion can result in storms residing within the northwesternmost 10–15 km of Sand Mountain for 15–20 min or more, but additional observations and numerical simulations will be necessary to resolve the total impact of the enhancement on storm evolution.

Given the variability of observational arrays utilized, the varying performance of remote sensing profilers, and a general dearth of environments representative of severe storm environments during the long-term profiling period of VORTEX-SE 2017, the dataset of balloon soundings discussed in section 2b were the primary source utilized to study the variation of wind profiles between Sand Mountain and the Tennessee Valley. An initial analysis of these 40 pairs of soundings between NACC/Powell and Hollywood/Scottsboro indicates significant variability in 0–1 km SRH difference between the two sites, with a mean plateau–valley SRH change of 11.3 m² s⁻², a median difference of 3.5 m² s⁻², and large boxes on the box-and-whisker plot (Fig. 9).

While this result would seem to refute the hypothesis that low-level wind shear and SRH tend to be higher atop Sand Mountain than in the Tennessee Valley, a closer look at the relationship between SRH in the Tennessee Valley and SRH atop Sand Mountain shows that may not necessarily be the case. When a linear regression is performed between SRH at the two locations, a tendency becomes evident for the plateau–valley SRH change to be more positive (SRH higher atop the plateau) as the mean SRH at both locations increases (Fig. 10). This tendency is further supported when the change in SRH is compared to the mean SRH between the two locations (Fig. 11), which reveals a moderately correlated, statistically significant linear regression relationship between the SRH change and the SRH mean values. The combination of the linear regression relationship and the number of data points with low values of mean 0–1 km SRH in Fig. 10 (22 of 40 data points with mean 0–1 km SRH values <150 m² s⁻²) indicates that the dominance of sounding pair data points in marginal, nontornadic environments may skew the interpretation of how SRH may differ from valley to plateau in tornadic environments.
FIG. 6. Plots of ascent rate with height for all launches at the Scottsboro boat launch on 6 Nov 2018, and (bottom right) a plot of mean ascent rate for all balloons. The red arrows indicate the ascent rate minima associated with the downslope wind enhancement.
The tendency for SRH to be higher atop the plateau than in the valley with increasing overall SRH can be clearly seen from the 5 April 2017 dataset. Every balloon sounding from the morning hours indicates a higher SRH in the Tennessee Valley at Hollywood than on the Sand Mountain Plateau at NACC, with SRH values in the valley generally ranging between 50 and 100 m$^2$/s$^2$ higher than atop the plateau (Fig. 12). During these morning hours, SRH magnitudes at the two sites generally ranged from around 0 to 100 m$^2$/s$^2$.

As the overall SRH increased during the afternoon hours, the tendency reversed, with higher SRH values at NACC than at Hollywood. This trend seen in the balloon sounding data is further supported by the CLAMPS-2 and MoDLS DWLs at Scottsboro and NACC, respectively. Both lidars began retrieving VAD profiles at least 1-km deep just after 2000 UTC, as the larger-scale SRH increase was ongoing and low clouds cleared out of the area. Although some noise in the 0–1 km SRH calculations is evident between VAD scans on each lidar, values are higher atop Sand Mountain than in the Tennessee Valley. The differences in how these observed LCL changes scale to the change in land elevation between the plateau and the valley are discussed in section 4.

### 4. Analysis and discussion

The preliminary observations presented in this analysis generally support the hypotheses presented in section 1 as to how the near-storm environment of storms in northeastern Alabama may be affected by the SCS plateaus. Datasets gathered on 19 March 2018 and 5–6 November 2018 show clear evidence that low-level flow tends to accelerate over Sand Mountain, reaching a maximum in a downslope wind enhancement along the northwestern (leeward) edge. The enhancement of the low-level flow over the plateau in the terrain-perpendicular direction can be substantial. The terrain-perpendicular wind increased by nearly a factor of two to three below 500 m ARL across a distance of about 23 km from the MAX site atop Sand Mountain to the peak of the wind.

#### b. LCL height changes

In addition to wind profile modifications, LK18 addressed the potential for thermodynamic profile changes over the SCS. Long-term surface observations in tornadic environments have shown a general tendency for a decrease in LCL heights atop Sand Mountain versus those over the Tennessee Valley (LK18). Two primary outstanding questions that the dataset in LK18 cannot address, however, are 1) whether or not these LCL changes truly scale to the terrain elevation changes, leading to even greater LCL height differences in between areas where the relief in elevation is more pronounced, and 2) whether or not changes in LCL height from valley to plateau can have a meaningful effect on the cold pool characteristics of deep convection moving through the region.

The balloon sounding datasets collected across northeastern Alabama indicate that a clear difference in LCL height typically exists between the top of the SCS and the adjacent Tennessee Valley, an elevation change of approximately 200 m. The 40 sounding pairs detailed in section 2b show a mean decrease in mixed-layer (ML) LCL height of 84 m AGL from valley to plateau and a median decrease of 132 m AGL (Fig. 13). When the four outlier data points from Fig. 13 are removed, a strong linear correlation can be confirmed between LCL heights at NACC/Powell and Hollywood/Scottsboro ($r = 0.96$, Fig. 14), and the mean and median LCL decrease from valley to plateau change to 128 and 137 m AGL, respectively. A total of 32 of 36 points in Fig. 14 are located to the left of the 1–1 line, indicating higher LCLs in the valley at Hollywood than atop Sand Mountain at NACC. The differences in how these observed LCL changes scale to the change in land elevation between the plateau and the valley are discussed in section 4.
enhancement over the Tennessee River before rapidly decreasing over the valley on the other side of the river from Sand Mountain. The 5–6 November 2018 dataset indicates that the downward vertical motion in this downslope enhancement may persistently reach a magnitude of 1–3 m s\(^{-2}\) in tornadic environments,\(^4\) and that 0–1 km AGL SRH can potentially be 25%–50% higher at the base of Sand Mountain than even atop the plateau.

The differences in low-level wind shear profiles from the surface atop Sand Mountain to the Tennessee Valley, however, are far more complicated. While the datasets of comparison soundings between Sand Mountain at NACC/Powell and the Tennessee Valley at Hollywood/Scottsboro do not indicate a clear preference for higher SRH atop Sand Mountain, the scatterplot of SRH at the two locations indicates that SRH enhancement atop the plateau may at least in part be related to an overall increase in SRH in the meso-\(\beta\)-scale environment. This relationship raises two questions, the answers to which could lend toward understanding of how and why wind profiles may be linked to the background environment and also serve to aid in operational utility of the findings in northeast Alabama.

The first question is whether or not the difference in SRH between the plateaus and the valley/surrounding areas is linked to the kinematic and thermodynamic characteristics of parcels upstream from the plateaus. To address this question, the Fr\(_H\) values computed

---

\(^4\) While no tornadoes occurred on the SCS during the 5–6 November 2018 event, an EF1 tornado did occur immediately across the Tennessee River from the SCS near Scottsboro, Alabama.
from Anniston RAP soundings (see Fig. 2 for location) described in section 2c were utilized. The first discrimination made in upstream $F_r H$ values was between cases where $F_r H$ on the Anniston RAP sounding was real and those where it was imaginary. Imaginary values of $F_r H$ are the result of cases where the stability over the lowest 250 m of the RAP sounding was either dry neutral or absolutely unstable (i.e., $N$ was zero or imaginary). Of the 40 sounding pairs, 18 matched with Anniston RAP soundings that featured imaginary $F_r H$ values. A comparison between those 18 cases and the 22 remaining cases where $F_r H$ was real shows a tendency for cases of real $F_r H$ to feature greater plateau–valley SRH changes than cases of imaginary $F_r H$, with imaginary cases typically featuring higher SRH in the Tennessee Valley (Fig. 15). However, both imaginary and real $F_r H$ datasets feature a substantial amount of variability, with a large overlap noted between the boxes.

A closer examination of the observations featuring real $F_r H$ upstream values indicates that a further relationship exists between $F_r H$ and the change in SRH between the plateau and the valley. When outlier values of extremely high $F_r H$ are excluded (as defined by a boxplot of real $F_r H$—not shown), a moderately correlated, statistically significant relationship between $F_r H$ and the plateau–valley SRH change is established (Fig. 16). Among elements of $F_r H$, $N$ shows the stronger correlation with $F_r H$ (negatively signed), while $U$ shows a weaker correlation. The cause of $N$ being more strongly correlated to SRH change than $U$ is unknown. Although the $p$ value of the linear regressions between $N$, $U$, and $F_r H$ versus SRH change indicate statistical significance, the ability to confidently diagnose a relationship between $F_r H$ and SRH change is limited by the small sample size of 19. When the three excluded outlier cases are added back into the analysis, the regression slope becomes smaller...
and the correlation between Fr$_H$ and SRH change becomes weaker (not shown), indicating that the relationship between Fr$_H$ and SRH change may only apply to a certain range of Fr$_H$ values and not to cases of very high values of Fr$_H$.

With lower values of $N$ indicating less static stability and higher values of $U$ indicating stronger and/or more backed low-level flow (given the orientation of the plateaus), the relationship between Fr$_H$ and SRH change between the plateau and the valley raises the question as to whether or not the SRH change can also be more generally linked to the tornadic favorability of the surrounding environment. To assess this question, the Anniston RAP soundings used to compare Fr$_H$ to SRH were used to compare effective inflow layer significant tornado parameter (STP; Thompson et al. 2012) to the SRH difference between the Powell/NACC locations atop Sand Mountain and the Hollywood/Scottsboro locations in the Tennessee Valley (Fig. 17). As with Fr$_H$, STP is moderately, positively correlated to higher SRH atop Sand Mountain than in the Tennessee Valley for the 19 available cases where Fr$_H$ is real and not a statistical outlier. While the relationship between STP and SRH difference may appear to be driven largely by the four data points with the highest STP values in Fig. 17, linear regression after removal of these four points yielded only minor changes in the slope and intercept of the best-fit line, but with much poorer correlation (not shown).

Given the relationships between SRH difference and STP, and SRH difference and Fr$_H$, a larger dataset was examined using Anniston RAP soundings to compare Fr$_H$ and STP. The upstream Anniston RAP soundings that were used in LK18 and 32 additional null cases (zero-hour forecast soundings at the approximate hour of arrival of organized nontornadic convection to the northwestern edge of Sand Mountain) were added to the

![Fig. 12. Comparison of 0–1 km SRH values derived from MoDLS (atop Sand Mountain at NACC—red line) and CLAMPS-2 (in the Tennessee Valley at Scottsboro—blue line) to soundings (dots) between 1100 and 2359 UTC 5 Apr 2017. The 0–1 km SRH from the Doppler wind lidars is only provided after 2000 UTC, when the profilers were able to produce wind profiles at least 1 km deep.](image)

![Fig. 13. As in Fig. 9, but for mixed layer LCL height change. Values greater than zero indicate higher LCLs atop Sand Mountain, and markers indicate outliers outside 1.5 x IQR.](image)
upstream soundings used for the Fr\textsubscript{H} and STP versus observed SRH difference comparisons to create a database of 106 RAP soundings from which to compare Fr\textsubscript{H} and STP. Of these 108 soundings, 82 contained real values of Fr\textsubscript{H}, 74 of which were not statistical outliers. These 74 soundings indicate yet another moderately correlated, statistically significant relationship between Fr\textsubscript{H} and effective inflow layer STP from Anniston RAP soundings (Fig. 18). Similarly to the correlation between Fr\textsubscript{H} and SRH change discussed previously in this section, the correlation between Fr\textsubscript{H} and SRH change discussed previously in this section, the correlation between Fr\textsubscript{H} and SRH change decreased dramatically for cases of very high (outlier) Fr\textsubscript{H} (not shown), with all eight points where Fr\textsubscript{H} is an outlier in the dataset associated with soundings of STP < 1.

In addition to low-level wind shear changes, the observations gathered from Sand Mountain and the Tennessee Valley indicate a strong connection between the higher elevation of Sand Mountain and lower mixed-layer LCL heights, as discussed in section 3b. While the NACC/Powell and Hollywood/Scottsboro sounding locations featured a land elevation difference of about 200 m, the median ML LCL height difference was only about 132 m AGL. This discrepancy may be because most of the soundings gathered in the dataset were taken during daylight hours, when surface heating atop the plateau would increase the temperature above what it would otherwise be if the plateau surface temperature scaled adiabatically (assuming the same potential temperature) to the valley surface temperature. Additional nocturnal observations could potentially shed more light on the diurnal variation in LCL height change from valley to plateau.

5. Conclusions

Observations from the VORTEX-SE 2017 field campaign and other deployments across northeastern Alabama indicate that low-level wind and thermodynamic profiles can vary substantially across underlying variations in topography, particularly between the Sand and Lookout Mountain Plateaus as compared to the adjacent Tennessee Valley. LCL heights are consistently observed to be closer to the ground surface atop Sand Mountain than in the adjacent Tennessee Valley. A downslope wind enhancement was documented herein along the northwestern edge of Sand Mountain, and given the dimensions of the plateau system, is likely fairly ubiquitous in environments where Fr\textsubscript{H} is real and U is positive. Values of 0–1 km SRH can be substantially higher in this region than either across the river in the valley or even atop the plateau. Finally, 0–1 km SRH is often greater atop Sand Mountain than in the valley (away from the base of the plateau) in cases where the upstream value of Fr\textsubscript{H} exceeds unity and when the overall surrounding environment is favorable for tornadoes.

As discussed in section 1, the analysis presented in this paper began with two primary hypotheses: 1) low-level flow enhancement over the plateaus in tornadic environments may lead to increased SRH atop the plateaus and 2) LCL heights are lower atop the plateaus than across adjacent lower elevations, particularly in the Tennessee Valley. The results of this analysis show a strong tendency for LCL heights to be lower atop Sand Mountain than in the Tennessee Valley, with changes in LCL height appearing to be tied closely to the change in
land elevation. The observations of lower LCL heights atop Sand Mountain would be consistent with past observations of the relationship between lower LCLs, more buoyant RFDs, and an increase in potential for tornadogenesis. How SRH varies between the surface of the plateaus and the adjacent Tennessee Valley is less clear. The limited observations available for this analysis suggest that SRH does tend to be higher atop the plateaus than in the valley in environments that are already favorable for tornadoes, thus increasing overall favorability for tornadogenesis atop the plateaus when the larger-scale environment is already generally supportive of tornadoes.

These results indicate that a simplified, overarching hypothesis can be developed for how the plateaus of northeastern Alabama may impact tornadogenesis patterns in northeastern Alabama:

As the overall meso-β-scale environment surrounding the plateaus of northeastern Alabama becomes more favorable for tornadogenesis, the environment atop the plateaus becomes even more favorable than surrounding locations.

This increased magnitude of favorability is driven by 1) the overall consistent tendency for lower LCL heights atop the plateaus and 2) the tendency for the plateau-valley SRH difference to increase with increasing overall environmental favorability for tornadoes.

The relationship between SRH change and environmental favorability is likely linked through the relationship between Fr_H and low-level stability and wind shear. Doppler wind lidar and balloon comparisons from the VORTEX-SE deployment on 5 April 2017 show that as the low-level flow increased through the day, the difference in low-level flow magnitude between Sand Mountain and the Tennessee Valley increased, with

![Fig. 16](image1.png)

**Fig. 16.** Scatterplots, linear regressions, and correlations of RAP-derived (top) N, (middle) U, and (bottom) Fr_H values compared to observed 0–1 km SRH change from paired soundings for cases where Fr_H was real and not an outlier (outside 1.5 × IQR). Values greater than zero indicate higher SRH atop Sand Mountain.

![Fig. 17](image2.png)

**Fig. 17.** As in Fig. 16, but for observed 0–1 km SRH change and RAP-derived effective STP values from Anniston for cases where Fr_H was real.
stronger low-level flow atop Sand Mountain. This increase in low-level flow over the plateau also corresponds to an increase in 0–1 km SRH relative to the Tennessee Valley.

The relationship between Fr_H, SRH difference, and environmental favorability for tornadoes described in this work applies to two specific scenarios: 1) when Fr_H is real and 2) when Fr_H is not very large (approximately <5). In imaginary Fr_H cases, 0–1 km SRH is typically observed to be higher in the Tennessee Valley than atop Sand Mountain. While imaginary Fr_H environments are associated with absolutely statically unstable surface–250 m layers, it should be noted that of the 33 Anniston RAP/RUC soundings utilized to assess Fr_H layers, it should be noted that of the 33 Anniston RAP/RUC soundings utilized to assess Fr_H layers, it should be noted that of the 33 Anniston RAP/RUC soundings utilized to assess Fr_H, only six (18%) featured imaginary Fr_H and Fr_L values when computed for a 250-m-deep layer. While this may suggest initially counterintuitive, these upstream soundings suggest that weakly statically stable lower boundary layers are likely the most common stability criteria for MCS tornado events, further supporting the robustness of the results presented herein. When Fr_H is very large, the relationship between and environmental favorability for tornadoes (as assessed through STP) breaks down. Very high Fr_H cases often exhibit pathologies to tornado favorability, most often either through weak convective instability or poor low-level water vapor content.

It bears emphasizing that the relationship between increased environmental favorability for tornogenesis atop the northeastern Alabama plateaus and the characteristics of the surrounding environment remains a hypothesis. The observational datasets presented in this manuscript comprise small sample sizes of data (yet immensely larger than in any previous observational study of the role of terrain on severe storms). To verify the results presented in this paper and to achieve a more complete understanding of how the near-storm environment in northeast Alabama may be tied to the underlying topography, numerous additional observations must be gathered and numerical simulations of tornadic environments must be undertaken. Numerical simulation experiments looking at tornadic environments across northeastern Alabama are currently in their nascent stages and will be the focus of future work. It is also important to clarify that the results presented in this paper only relate to the near-storm environment and not directly to storm evolution. Future work must also serve to bridge the gap between observed environmental changes in northeastern Alabama and how those changes may or may not directly impact storm evolution, including whether or not these environmental changes may be linked to the observed increase in tornogenesis reports atop the plateaus that exists in the statistical dataset presented in Fig. 1 and discussed in LK18.
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